
BUUFATA KONGA
2017 RESERVE LOT OFFERING

COUNTRY

REGION

AREA

WASHING STATION

ELEVATION

VARIETALS

PROCESSING

SEASON

ETHIOPIA

YIRGA CHEFFE

KONGA

BUUFATA KONGA

2,000 MASL

HEIRLOOM LANDRACES

WASHED

NOVEMBER-JANUARY

The flexibility of the Reserve Lot menu has been a relishing point since Passenger’s inception. While long term 
relationships with producing partners are of utmost importance to Passenger’s goal and vision, so too is having 
ridiculously delectable coffees on our menu at all times. The Reserve Lot menu allows for a coffee to make a one 
time appearance. Maybe that opens the door for a two, or three time appearance, at which point it would be 
approaching the status of a “relationship coffee.” But, maybe that one time appearance is just that - a spectacu-
lar coffee that we simply could not turn down.

That is exactly the case with the Buufata Konga. This lot, which comes through a private washing station in Yirga 
Cheffe, southern Ethiopia, was simply too delicious to turn down when a sample came across our cupping table 
in early spring of 2017. Our green buying team immediately snatched up a sizable chunk of this coffee and 
tucked it away in freezer storage, to be released as the winter months began settling down upon us with the 
belief that this fresh, cheery lot will get us through the coldest and darkest of winter days.

Small holder farmers in the Konga region delivered cherry to the Buufata Konga station which pulped, fermented, 
washed, and dried the coffee, hand sorting with each processing step. The station manager has done a wonder-
ful job with the processing. Only ripe cherries were processed, a fact affirmed by the depth of sweetness pres-
ent in the cup, and the processing meticulously executed, noted in the remarkably clean and transparent cup 
profile. The coffee was then taken to Addis, the capital of Ethiopia, hulled (the outer layer of parchment removed) 
and further sorted from there to Grade 1 standards (the highest exportable grade for Ethiopian coffees).

Ethiopian coffees can, at their best, present the most coveted flavors in all of coffee, 
and this lot has all of those flavors. Jasmine/coffee blossom aromatics are bolstered by 
complex citrus ranging from bergamot to meyer lemon, supported by ripe stone fruit 
qualities and underpinned by a profound sweetness reminiscent of raw honey.

IN THE CUP

Buufata Konga comes to us through a private washing station in Yirga Cheffe, southern 
Ethiopia. Remarkably well processed, this coffee was too delicious to turn down when a 
sample came across our cupping table in early spring of 2017. This lot has been wait-
ing in freezer storage since arriving and is tasting just as fresh as it did upon landing in 
the States.

THE TAKEAWAY
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